Abstract. We give a necessary and sufficient condition that an (n + l)-dimensional Menger manifold ( /in+1-manifold) is homeomorphic to its n-homotopy kernel. Such a pn+l-manifold is called a p.%¿'-manifold. We also prove the following results:
Introduction
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be locally compact separable metrizable and maps are continuous. In [Be] , Bestvina introduced Menger manifolds and established the characterization theorem of such manifolds. An (n + lydimensional Menger manifold is a topological manifold modeled on the (n + 1)-dimensional universal Menger compactum pn+x, which is also called a pn+x -manifold. In [Ch3], Chigogidze introduced the notion of the n-homotopy kernel of a pn+x -manifold and proved the following classification theorem for pn+x -manifolds: Two pn+x -manifolds have the same n-homotopy type if and only if their n-homotopy kernels are homeomorphic. There are close relations between Hubert cube manifold ( Q-manifold) theory, and Menger manifold theory, and the n-homotopy kernel of a pn+x -manifold plays the role of the product X x [0, 1) of a ß-manifold X with [0, 1). It is said that X is [0, l)-stable if it is homeomorphic to ( = ) X x [0, 1).
Wong [Wo] showed that a Q-manifold X is [0,1 )-stable if and only if X is properly contractible to oo ; that is, for any compactum K in X there is a proper map jg '• X -> X \ K which is properly homotopic to id* . Replacing a proper homotopy with a proper n-homotopy, we have the notion of properly n-contractible to oo. Moreover we say that X is properly locally ( n-)contractible at oo if for any compactum K c X there is a compactum L c X with K c L such that for each compactum L' c X with L c L' there exists a proper map ./i/ : X \ L -► X \ L' which is properly ( n-)homotopic to id^\L in X \ K. In this paper we define p^x-manifolds as pn+x-manifolds which are properly n-contractible to 00 and properly locally n-contractible at oo and show the following characterization theorem for /^'-manifolds.
Theorem I. Let M be a pn+x-manifold. Then M is a pn¿x-manifold if and only if M is homeomorphic to its n-homotopy kernel Ker(M).
We will show that two n-homotopic proper maps into a //^'-manifold are properly n-homotopic (see Lemma 3.1). Thus we can remove the requirement of an n-homotopy between p1^1 -manifold to be proper, whence we obtain the following Z-set unknotting theorem for p^¿x-manifolds.
Theorem II. Each homeomorphism between two Z-sets in a p^-manifold M extends to an ambient homeomorphism of M onto itself if it is n-homotopic to id in M.
From Theorem 2.2 in [Ch3], it follows that two /z^J"1-manifolds of the same n-homotopy type are homeomorphic. Similarly to [Cl, Theorem 5], we can clarify the relation between n-homotopy equivalences and homeomorphisms, that is:
Theorem III. An n-homotopy equivalence between two pn¿x-manifolds is nhomotopic to a homeomorphism. Theorem IV. Each map from a p"¿x-manifold into a pn+x-manifold is n-homotopic to an open embedding.
Preliminaries
We say two (proper) maps /, g : X -► Y are (properly) n-homotopic (notation: / ~" g, f ~£ g, respectively) if, for any (proper) map a : Z -> X from a space Z with dim Z < n into X, the compositions fa and ga are (properly) homotopic in the usual sense. The notion of n-homotopy equivalence is defined in the obvious way. Proposition 1.1 [Hu] . Let f : X -* Y be a map, where dimX < n and Y is LC". Then for any open cover 'EA of Y, there are maps tp : X -* P and \p : P -> Y such that f and iptp are %A-homotopic, where P is a locally finite polyhedron with dimP < n. In particular, we can choose ip as a proper map.
Let us recall that a map / : X -> Y is said to be n-invertible if for any space Z with dimZ < n and any map a : Z -> Y there exists a map ß : Z -> X such that fß = a.
The following theorem is due to Bestvina [Be] , where it is stated in terms of íí-homotopy. However, as is known [Chi] , the notion of /i-homotopy coincides with one of n-homotopy for maps between locally compact LC-spaces of dimension at most n + 1. with fä ~ * in Y \ K it follows that à ~ * in X \ f~x(C). It is said that f induces an isomorphism of j'h homotopy groups of ends if / induces both the epimorphism and monomorphism of j'h homotopy groups of ends.
Theorem 1.4 [Be] . Let f : M -» N be a proper map between pn+x-manifolds. If f induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of dim < n and an isomorphism of homotopy groups of ends of dim < n, then f is properly n-homotopic to a homeomorphism.
Characterization of íz^"1-manifolds
A space X is said to be properly ( n-)contractible to oo if for any compactum K in X there exists a proper map jx '■ X -> X \ K which is properly ( n-)homotopic to idx • If for any compactum K c X there exists a compactum L c X with K c L such that for each compactum L' c X with L c L' there exists a proper map jv '■ X \ L -> X \ L' which is properly ( n-)homotopic to idx\L in X\ K, then a space X is said to be properly locally ( n-)contractible at oo. It is easy to see that for any space X, X x [0, 1 ) is properly contractible to oo and properly locally contractible at oo. Lemma 2.1. Let X be properly n-contractible to oo and properly locally ncontractible at oo. Then for each compact cover {Xi}iew of X with X¡ c iatXi+i, there exist a subcover {Xik\k e co, 0 = z'o < i'i < i2 < ■■■} and a collection of proper maps {fk : X -> X \ X¡k}kea) such that fo = id^-and fk-\ -p fk in X \ Xik_2 for k>l, where X¡_¡ = 0.
Proof. For technical reasons we assume that Xo = 0 . Let L-2 = L_-= Lq = 0. We shall inductively choose integers 0 = z'_2 = i-\ = io < i'i < h < • • • and construct compacta Lk_x c Xik c Lk and proper maps jk : X\Lk_2 -> X\Xik, k e to, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Jo = iàx.
(2) For each compactum M d Lk there is a proper map j'm • X \Lk -> X \ M such that jM ssj idALj, in X \ Xik_2.
(3) jk ^np idx\Lk_2 in X\Xik_2.
LeX ix -1. Since X is properly n-contractible to oo and properly locally ncontractible at oo, there exist a proper map j\ : X -* X\X¡¡ with jx ~np id and a compactum Lx D Xx satisfying (2). Since X = Uie(ûXi and X¡ cintXí+i, there exists i2 > ix such that X¡2 D Lx. As in the above arguments there exist a proper map j2 : X -> X \ X¡2 with j2 ~^ idx and a compactum L2 d X¡2 satisfying (2). Assume that, for k > 2, in < ix < • • • < ik, Lk, and jk : X \ Lk_2 -> X\Xjk have been constructed. Choose ik+x > ik so that X¡k+l D Lk. Since XjM D Lk_x, by the property (2) of L¿._-, there exists a proper map jx¡ : X\Lk_x -» X\X,t+1 suchthat ;>(jt+i -^ idA^_, in X \ Xik_{. Then put Jk+x -JXi ■ Since X is properly locally n-contractible at oo , there exists a compactum Lk+X D X¡k+¡ satisfying (2). Now define fk = jk • • • jo : X -> X \ Xik for k e co and observe that the collections of compacta {Xik}k€w and maps {fk}k€(o are as desired. D As is stated in the introduction, a //££'-manifold is a pn+x -manifold which is properly n-contractible to oo and properly locally n-contractible at oo. Theorem I is contained in the following.
Theorem 2.1 (Characterization). Fora pn+x-manifold M the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M isa p^x-manifold. Proof. We shall prove that (1) => (2). First we shall choose a compact cover {Mi}ieo} of M with Mi c intAf,+i, i eco, such that the topological frontier FrAf, is a Z-set in M \ intAf,. To this end, fix a proper ü7F"-surjection g : M -> X onto a ß-manifold X. Then choose a compact cover {Xi}i€(û of X consisting of ß-manifold with X¡ c intX,+1 such that FrZ, is a Z-set in both X, and X \ inXXj, i e co (see [C2, CS] ). For each i e co, by the relative triangulation theorem for ß-manifolds [C3] , we may assume that X = P x Q, Xj = P[ x Q, and X \ intX, = P2lx Q for a locally finite polyhedron P and closed subpolyhedra P{, P[ c P. Note that P[ n P¡ is a Z-set in P¡ . Let Finally we shall show that (4) => (1). Let h : M -y X be a proper (n + l)-invertible ü/F"-surjection onto a space X properly n-contractible to 00 and properly locally n-contractible at 00. Let K be a compactum in Af. Then there exists a compactum L' in X with h(K) c L' such that for each compactum F' with L' c F' there exist proper maps i'h,K, : X -> X \ h(K) and j'f, : X \ L' -> X \ F' such that i'h[K) ~£ id* in X and j'F, ~np id;r\Lp in X\h(K).
Let L = h~x(L') and F be a compactum containing L. Since h is proper (n + 1 )-invertible, there exist proper maps i¡c : M -» Af \ K and jf : M\L -» M\F such that hix = intK\h and n;> = j'h(Ffi. Next suppose that / is a proper map n-homotopic to a proper map g : X -> Y. Let a:Z-tI be a proper map, where dimZ < n. We shall show that fa ~p ga. By Proposition 1.1, we may assume without loss of generality that Z is a locally finite polyhedron. Let {Y¡}i€lo be a compact cover of Y with To = 0 and Y¡ c int Yi+X, i e co. Then for each i > 1, let Z, be a compact subpolyhedron of Z such that (hfa)~x ( 
Clearly a2 ~ gax rel. * and a2(SJ) n L = 0 . Using the lifting property [La] of the proper i/Fn-surjection g, there exists ä : (Sj, *) -> (Af,JCo) such that imgà n L = 0 and à ~ ax rel. *. Hence we have fä~a rel. * and fa(Sj) nO = 0. By the same technique we performed above, we can choose a homotopy so that fà~a rel. * in N\C. Next let y : SJ: -> Af \ /"'(A") be a map such that fy^* in N\K. Since / is an n-homotopy equivalence, gy ~ * in X x [0, 1). By sliding the [0, 1)-factor of the homotopy upward as the above, we have gy ~ * in X x [0, 1 ) \ L. By the lifting property of g [La] , it follows that y ~ * in A" \ /_1(C). Thus we conclude that /. induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of ends of dim < n . D Proof of Theorem III. Let f : M -> N be an n-homotopy equivalence between //£+'-manifolds. Then by Lemma 3.1 there is a proper map h : M -> N such that / ~" h ; consequently, A is a proper n-homotopy equivalence. By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 1.4, h is properly n-homotopic to a homeomorphism. Thus / is n-homotopic to a homeomorphism. D Proof of Theorem IV. Let / : Af -* N be a map from a p%Ax -manifold to a p"+x-manifold. By replacing N with Ker(N), we may assume that N is also a /i^"1-manifold. By the triangulation theorem for pn+x -manifold [Dr] , we can fix proper (n + l)-invertible ¡7 F"-surjections g : M -> K and n : N -> L, where A!" and L are locally finite polyhedra of dimension at most n + 1. Then by the (n + l)-invertibility, g has a section p : K -> M (i.e., gp = idjf ). Since N is a p£Ax-manifold, by Lemma 3.1, / is n-homotopic to a proper map f : M -* N. 
